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Dear Mr Jones, 

 

Second Response to Draft Determination for authorisation A919293 

 

Thank you for taking the time to consider this submission. The PHCBG seeks to highlight that 

more than 10 hospitals per state are likely to join the PHCBG, making the proposed ‘per 

hospital’ membership system inadequate. 

 

To summarise the reasons stated in our previous submission: 

1. Small independent private hospitals are unlikely to experience increases or 

decreases in bed counts. Bed counts in a small independent private hospital largely 

stay the same as extensive planning, approvals and expenditure is required to 

increase a hospital’s bed count. The majority of small private hospitals do not have 

the funding or economic incentive to go through this rigorous process. 

 

2. Bed count data is the key indicator of a hospital’s size. Hospitals with larger bed 

counts require more supplies then hospitals with lower bed counts. Economically 

speaking, if the PHCBG was limited to recruiting members on a ‘per hospital’ basis, it 
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would need to seek members with higher bed counts in order to secure more 

competitive contracts.  

 

As you will see in the list below, the hospitals that have expressed interest in joining 

the PHCBG primarily consist of low bed counts. These hospitals – who are most in 

need of collective pricing – are unlikely to be able to join, as doing so will have a 

detrimental impact on the PHCBG’s ability to negotiate competitive pricing. 

 

3. Bed count data is reported annually during compulsory Accreditation. This would 

become the source of bed count data for the PHCBG. As such, keeping track of the 

number of beds within the group would not be difficult. A report would be 

submitted to the ACCC each year showing membership figures.   

 

With minimal networking, the PHCBG has received expressions of interest from eight private 

hospitals in Western Australia and numerous private hospitals around Australia. 

 

To better understand the composition of potential members, the PHCBG has listed bed 

counts of hospitals who have expressed interest in joining the group. These hospitals all 

operate in Western Australia. 

 

Only one hospital is above fifty beds, with the rest numbering between five and fifty. The 

PHCBG respectfully submits that limiting hospital numbers to ten per state will not provide 

the PHCBG with adequate negotiating power.  

 

Based on the statistics below, up to eight hospitals will only provide around 300 beds – a low 

figure that is unlikely to yield reasonable negotiating power with suppliers, even when 

multiplied by five to accommodate the various states and territories. 

 

Expressions of Interest from Hospitals in Western Australia include: 

1. Colin Street Day Surgery – 5 beds 

2. Cambridge Day Surgery – 22 beds 

3. Westminster Day Surgery – 25 beds 

4. Waikiki Private Hospital – 44 beds 
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6. Bethesda Private Hospital – 50-100 beds 

7. Alvan Park Private Hospital – 0-50 beds 

8. Abbotsford Private Hospital – 30 beds 

 

The PHCBG respectfully proposes membership be measured using a two-pronged approach. 

That is, PHCBG membership would consist of: 

- Up to ten hospitals per state and territory; or 

- 550 to 600 beds per state and territory, whichever is greater. 

 

This system enables the PHCBG to include very small private hospitals, while maintaining a 

reasonable level of bargaining power with suppliers.  

 

Keeping membership to between 550 and 600 beds ensures that – in the unlikely event a 

hospital increases its bed count – the PHCBG will not fall outside of the ACCC’s parameters. 

 

If you require more information, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you for your 

time. 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

 

 

Sarah Robinson 

 

 




